
GRADE- IX
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
MODE OF TEACHING-LEARNING :Synchronous (Online Interactive sessions by Zoom App)

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 
(ONLINE/
OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 
EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

Prose : The Fun They Had, 
The Sound Of Music,
The Lost Child
Poem: The Road Not Taken

* Students understand passage
 and grasp its meaning
* Students are able to read with correct pronunciation, 
pause and articulation of voice
*  Students’ vocabulary is enriched
* Develop students imagination and interest in reading 
and writing.
* To enable students to appreciate the beauty, rhyme and 
style of poem. To develop a taste of poetry reading and 
writing.
* Students are able to enjoy recitation in poetry.
* Students are able to identify central message of poem.
* Students are able to use grammar as a tool or resource 
in the comprehension 
*Students are able to use grammar effectively and 
appropriately in written discourse.
* Students follow proper format of writing and are 
familiar with different components to make writing more 
effective.

Loud reading in turn with proper 
pronunciation

Demonstration of different musical 
instruments

Short skit based on ' The Lost Child'
Draw the road diverged in a yellow wood.

Write about one's own ambition

Poem recitation

Locate the answers of the comprehension 
questions

Note down new words for their dictionary

PPT of 'The Fun They Had'

Videos about the life of
 Evelyn Glennie and Bismillah Khan

Bismillah Khan playing Shehnai
( Video)

Video and recitation of the Poem
'The Road not Taken'

Oneline test
- objective type

 Online recitation 

Write brief profiles of Evelyn and 
Bismillah Khan

Write an appreciation of 
the poem 'The Road not Taken'

Answer the comprehension 
questions

Tell the whole story 'The Lost 
Child' in own language to parents 
or siblings

MONTH 2

Prose : 
The Adventures of Toto
* Iswaran the Story Teller
( Deleted)
Poem: Wind,
Rain on the Roof

*Students  listen to and discuss 
literary and non literary inputs
 in different contexts
*read with comprehension the given texts and internalise 
the morals.
* sensitise towards the animals.
* Learn to enjoy the beauty of nature.
* Develop students' imagination and enable to write 
simple poems.

Comprehensive reading and writing
 'Conversation' between grandfather 
and son.
Write a poem on nature
Collect pictures of the poets of nature
in English
 Recitation of own poems in the class
Group discussion on The Cruelty 
Towards Animals'

Project given on adventure of Toto
 ( students made presentation and 
shared with class)
 
Videos of the poems

Online short speech 

Online test 
(descriptive type)

Write a poem on nature

Collect pictures of the poets of 
nature in English
Write simple rhymed poems and 
present in the class

MONTH 3

Prose : The Little Girl,
A Truly Beautiful Mind,
In the Kingdom of Fools
My Childhood
Poem: * The Lake Isle of 
Innisfree ( deleted)

Editing The passage

* Students understand passage
 and grasp its meaning
* Students are able to read with correct pronunciation, 
pause and articulation of voice
*  Students’ vocabulary is enriched
* Develop students imagination and interest in reading 
and writing.
* Students are able to appreciate poetry as a literary form.
* They apply the principles of criticism to the analysis of 
poetry.

Prepare the script for the play
' The Little Girl' and act ( group work)

Short speech on Scientific invensions.
 
Quiz on 'Albert Einstein'
Locate the meaning of new words

Identify the rhyming words and rhyme 
scheme

Recorded Video( skit / play)

PPT of the poem including 
Literary Devices
 Video presentation on Albert 
Einstein

Online oral test 
 ( reading 
comprehension)

Script writing

Write a page from the diary of 
Kezia
( The Little Girl)

Edit the given passage
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MONTH 4

* The Snake and the
 Mirror ( deleted)
*The Duck and The
Kangaroo,Packing,
Happy Prince,
Poem: A Legend of the 
Northland
Writing:Letter Writing
Story Writing

*Students understand passage and grasp its meaning 
Students are able to read with correct pronunciation, 
pause and articulation of voice *Students’ vocabulary is 
enriched 
*Develop students imagination and interest in reading 
and writing.  
*The students would be able to effectively provide a 
synopsis of the story. 
*They will be able to analyze the values and thought 
process of the story. Positive values and attitudes would 
be inculcated in the students
* To enable students to appreciate the beauty, rhyme and 
style of poem. 
*To develop a taste of poetry reading and writing. To 
enable students to enjoy recitation in poetry. * Students 
are able to identify central message of poem. 
* To develop their imagination and a love for English 
poetry in them.
 *Students follow proper format of writing and are 
familiar with different components to make writing more 
effective.

Audio visual ( reciting the poem with 
animated versions)
Reads the poem silently.
Loud reading with proper stress and 
rhythm
Individual opinion on themes
Identifying rhyme scheme
Locate the meaning of new words
 Appreciate and comprehend the meaning 
of the poem.
Write up about 'Ballad Song'
     Story telling by students, students 
tried to write poem with given
clues
      

Poem recitation

PPT of the Poem

http:/ncert.nic.in/textbook/textbook.ht
m

https://youtu.be/9XS21EmoEzA   
https://youtu.be/SKr5dcH3w_I        
https://youtu.be/k4PeUWd3TG8

Online Assessment 
Taken

Read stories and poems and 
prepare a critical appreciation 
of any one

Students were asked to do research 
on the plight
of the people affected due to flood 
and natural calamities.

MONTH 5
The Weathering Storm
in Ersama.

*The students would be able to effectively provide a 
synopsis of the story. 
*They will be able to analyze the values and thought 
process of the story. 
*Positive values and attitudes would be inculcated in the 
students. 
*They would be able to appreciate the language, content 
and style of the prose. 
*Vocabulary would be enriched.

Project given on natural calamities were 
students
made presentation and shared with class.

https://youtu.be/KyO8LT90rDE?list=TLP
QMTUwODIwMjCQdIRq1MTgVQ

Online Assessment 
Taken

Students 
were asked to do research on the 
plight
of the people affected due to flood 
and natural calamities.


